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ABSTRACT 
 

Based on the characteristics of the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), researchers tend to ignore the system 
modeling of the complex system which is built by WSN and the central processor. Actually, the complex 
modeling method and code generation tool will cause a lot of manpower and time costs. Different from the 
existing methods and techniques, this paper presents a system behavior modeling method and code 
generation technique based on WSN. The method of model validation and system simulation is also 
proposed on this basis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

WSN is constructed by many randomly distribution 
tiny nodes which using a self-organized manner to 
form the network. Each node has an integrated 
sensor, a data processing unit and a 
communications module. The different kind of 
sensors in the node measure the surrounding 
environment  by means of heat, infrared, sonar, 
radar and seismic wave signals, thereby  to detect 
the temperature, humidity, noise, light intensity, 
pressure, soil composition, the size of the moving 
object, the speed and direction, and many other 
physical phenomena that we are interested in [1][2]. 
However, the sensor, as the surrounding 
environment data collection and transmission 
device, the data transmitted to the central processor 
is large and cumbersome. Meanwhile, the 
processing for data to drive and assist the central 
processor for the follow-up event is not visible. For 
customers, the actual users of the system, in the 
early stages of the project development, 
requirement which they put forward is not complete 
[3]. Therefore, the developer of the system is 
obliged to establish a model that can be able to 
accurately express requirement to enhance the 
practicality of the sensor network system. 

A new hot spot of software engineering is to 
compile requirement model to code [4]-[6]. The 
current study is basically from traditional formal 
model (such as Statechart) to code generation. But 
no one focuses on the system modeling and code 
compilation for WSN. This work includes a study 
of two elements: 1. Requirements modeling is 
based on WSN system. The model must help users 
to understand the target system will "do-what" on 
one hand. And on the other hand, the model should 
have formal semantics for developers to validate 
some features of the model. 2. The code generated 
from the model means that a completed model 
which is validated is a best blueprint to generate the 
target system code [7]. 

Modeling method for the system based on WSN 
currently is mainly focusing on the framework 
design and the simulation of the target system [8]-
[13]. However, the established model's range is 
extremely limited, and completely unable to 
consider the necessary characteristics for the 
current model. Completely formalized system 
modeling, however, inevitably steps into a 
dilemma: The established formal model which user 
is completely unable to understand, and even set a 
gulf between human users and developers [14]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to design a requirements 
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modeling method to communicate and validate 
effectively for WSN [15].  

In this paper, the research which is WSN-based 
is elaborated from the three parts to design and 
implement: Section 2, requirements modeling for 
the behavioral model-based WSN system and 
checking and validation of the model; Section 3, the 
code generation from the model to the target 
system; Section 4, a factory production line sample 

which is using the sensor's data to control a 
assembly robot in a simulation experiment. 

2. MODELING AND MODEL VALIDATION 
 

A WSN system is constituted by a number of 
specific network nodes and network servers. Each 
network node of a sensor has four components: data 
acquisition, data processing, data transmission and 
power supply. Figure 1 shows a simple sample of 
WSN system.  

 
Figure 1: A simple sample of WSN system 

           
Figure 2: The Basic Steps Of The Modeling Method And The Model Validation Steps Of WSN System 

In each network node, data and instructions are 
transmitted between components. In the areas of 
software engineering, these instructions are, in fact, 
the internal behaviors of the system that is the 
software behaviors. Data is the parameter which is 
generated and transmitted by software behaviors. 
Modeling method mentioned in this paper uses a 

simpler syntax BDL, and model with strict semantics 
to build system requirements model and to interpret 
the semantics of the model. Here for the BDL 
language introduced in this article do not go into 
details. More details please refer to ref [16]. The 
following Figure 2 shows the basic steps of the 
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modeling method and the model validation steps of 
WSN system. 

The software behaviors in WSN system are 
defined as atomic behavior, empty behavior, simple 
behavior and composite behavior. Composite 
behavior in different logical environments needs to 
express different logical interaction. In this paper, 
the definition of these relationships has four kinds: 
sequence relationship, parallel relationship, non-
deterministic choice relationship and deterministic 
choice relationship. Therefore, as a modeling 
language, BDL fully equips to describe the 
semantics foundation of a WSN system. At the 
same time, due to the dynamic semantics of BDL 
for descripting the change of behavioral 
expressions, and close to the dynamic semantics 
expressed by communication calculus system 
(CCS) [17], the operation semantics of systems and 
viewpoints behavior model can be available. All of 
these can provide a better basis for validating 
various characteristics of the target system [18]. 

See Figure 2. Developers still unable to determine 
the correctness of a model after established a 
preliminary model. There are two ways to validate 
the model: a formalization method, and the other 
way is to demonstrate simulation animation to users 
to check the correctness of system. In author's 
article (which can be seen in ref [19]), there is a 
detailed description of the second method. The 
formalization method to verify the correctness of 
the model is always the mainstream method in 
software engineering. This article introduces how to 
validate the effectiveness of system. 

In Figure 2, dynamic semantics of requirements 
model, similar to the dynamic semantics of CCS 
model, can be converted into CCS model. At the same 
time, the user-defined characteristics of the system 
(such as consistency, non-termination, credibility, etc.) 
can be described by formal behavioral temporal logic 
and get the corresponding characteristic expression. 
This paper argues that, when a model M meeting the 
expected running trail (the behavioral temporal logic 
formulas), the established model is valid.  

3. COMPILING AND CODE GENERATION 
 

As mentioned earlier, BDL is used for describing 
the behaviors of a WSN system itself. Then a 
certain rule of composite behavior sequence, can be 
regarded as a function module of the WSN system 
logically. The establishment of a scene for the 
WSN system actually is establishing a particular 
module. This module may be a function module or 
a non-functional module. At the executional level, 

the behavioral requirements model of the system is 
similar to a flow chart describing the process, 
which has a programming style in WSN system. 

The concept of the scene in the introduction of 
the code generation mechanism, in fact, can help 
users to analyze and to decompose the internal 
modules\components relationships of the system 
[20]. The structure of the scene in the WSN system 
which is involved in development process, can 
effectively describe the interactive behaviors and 
the external behaviors between users and systems. 
Further, according to the relationship between 
scenes, such as expansion, invocation, hierarchy, 
parallel and sequential, in accordance with the 
descriptive content of the behavior itself, it is 
necessary to provide a template or a subroutine file 
to encode program. Meanwhile, the code can be 
debugged and compiled in development platform, 
and finally formed the tested source code file. 

This paper takes the assembly robot system in 
factory production line as an example, and 
discusses the widely implementation of method. 
The specific instance will be involved in next 
section. Here, paper takes the internal behaviors of 
the sensor node which is running under normal 
operating conditions as a basic scenario, and 
models it.  The basic framework of the behavioral 
model of the scene can be seen in Figure 3: 

Behavior1:
Data 

acquisition
Behavior2：

A/D

Behavior3：Data 
analysis

Behavior4：
Data processing

Behavior5：Branch 
judgement

Behavior5：send1
Behavior6：send2

Sensor CPU TransferData

InternetComputer

Basic block Basic block Basic block

 
Figure 3: The Basic Framework Of The Behavioral 

Model Of The Scene 
In the process from requirements models to code 

generation, users have to determine a certain 
procedure-oriented language (such as C) as the 
target language firstly. Then, according to the 
requirements model, users have to establish the 
architecture of WSN system and the various 
functional modules of components. Then, users 
encode the components' function module source 
code in development platform. At last, the code 
corresponding to requirements model will be 
generated by users. The implementation process is 
as follows: 
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Determine scene 
relationship 

Determine the 
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Define 
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Coding
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WSN 
Application

 
Figure 4:  The Implementation Process Of WSN 

Application 
Obtained from Figure 3 and Figure 4, the three 

basic components of the sensor node are seen as 
three basic blocks in a scene. When the sensor is 
running, data transferring occurs inside\between the 
components in each basic blocks. And the transfer 
and occurrence of these data are in fact the results 
of the behaviors.  Each atom behavior which is 
corresponding into the program is a function which 
is invoked and processed by objects (the basic 
components). Meanwhile, the parameters in atom 
behavior are the variables containing the sensing 
data. The variables are transferred, modified and 
used between functions. The value of parameters 

even can be enforced as constraints of behaviors for 
being the conditions of the follow-up behaviors. 

4. SAMPLE AND SIMULATION 
 

The robot in the production line exemplified by 
this paper is to demonstrate how a wireless sensor 
networks, which is based on the abstract level of 
whole system, is applied in actual production and 
daily life. There are two types of wireless sensors in 
Figure 5. These sensors are in differences of 
functions. Sensor A is provided in the parts transfer 
line. It judges the types of the parts by sizes, and 
transmits the results to robots which assemble. 
Besides, sensor B is set in the finished product 
transmission band to judge whether there is no 
vacancy. And when robots finish assembling, they 
are allowed that put the finished product on the 
vacancy on the transmission band. The left part of 
Figure 5 is a simulation of the process 
(visualization of requirements model). The 
simulation could help the users to determine 
whether "requirement" are properly express their 
needs further. The simulation system can be found 
in ref [19], which is developed by our project team.  

    

IdleTransA

TransportA0 TransportA1

ReturnTrans
A

 
Figure 5: The Simulation Of The Sample

Sensor A and B transmit the signals to robots, 
and according to parameter values assembling 
robots determine how to drive operations. The right 
part of Figure 5 describes the assembling robot 
based on state diagram. 

As the left of Figure 5, the simulation of the 
factory production line is very clear. The simulation 

process is implemented based on the BDL model-
driven method. More details about the entire 
simulation process can be seen in ref [19]. At the 
same time, we realize more than one sample, 
involving a wide range of application types. 

The left part of Figure 6 is the BDL model of a 
scene that robot is assembling. It describes the 
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process of the robot picks part A and B, which acts 
are according to signals of the wireless sensor. 

Meanwhile, the right part of Figure 6 is a C code 
fragment referred to BDL. 

BEGIN
ABEH：

TransportA1：transportA1 (Conveyer-belt A，Component) OutTo 
()(Component A)

TransportA2：transportA2(Conveyer-belt A，Component)  OutTo 
()(Component B)

SensorA0 ：Check  A (Sensor A，Conveyer-belt A) When ( ) InFrom () 
(Component on Conveyer-belt A ) OutTo (Sensor，Robot) (Type of the 
Component on Conveyer-belt A)

Robot_ReceiveM：Receive (Robot，Sensor A) InFrom() (Type of the 
Component on Conveyer-belt A)

Robot_GetPartA：Get A (Robot，Conveyer-belt A)
                                      

Robot_GetPartB：Get B (Robot，Conveyer-belt A) InFrom () (Component 
B) Robot_Assembly：Assembly(Robot，Component A and Component B) 
OutTo (Robot，Sensor B) (Position Message)  

BEH：
Scenario_A =  TransportA | SensorA | Robot | SensorB | TansportB

 TransportA =(TransportA1 + TransportA2); Return (TransportA).
           
Robot_A =Robot_ReceiveM;
                 If (Robot_Lhand = null) and (Type of the Component =A) then
                   Robot_GetPartA
                 Else 
                   If (Robot_Rhand = null) and (Type of the Component =B) then
                     Robot_GetPartB ;
                   Else
                     Idle; // Waiting if there is no property component
                   Fi
                 Fi
                 If (Robot_Lhand != null) and (Robot_Rhand != null) then
                   Robot_Assembly;
                 Fi; 
     END

  

int WaitMessage(int channel);
void SendMessage(int channel, int message);
enum ComponentType {NoComponent, ComponentA, 
ComponentB};
void Robot_ReciveveM()
{

SensorA_Component = WaitMessage(SencorA_Robot);
}
void Robot_A()
{

Robot_ReciveveM();
if (Robot_Lhand == NoComponent &&

SensorA_Component == ComponentA)
{

Robot_GetPartA();
}
else if(Robot_Rhand == NoComponent &&

SensorA_Component == ComponentB)
{

Robot_GetPartB();
}
else
{

idle();
}
if (Robot_Lhand != NoComponent &&

Robot_Rhand != NoComponent)
{

Robot_Assembly();
}

}

void SensorA0()
{

int temp = WaitMessage(ConveyerbeltA_SensorA);
SendMessage(SencorA_Robot, temp);

}

void SensorA()
{

while(true)
SensorA0();

}  
Figure 6:  The BDL Model And C Code Fragment Of The Sample
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Figure 7:  the feedback research
Feedback research about the completion of the 

samples from student users in the use of our system 
modeling method has some specific details in 
Figure 7. We had two teams. One team was using 
the traditional modeling tools and development 
approaches to achieve the sensor network system 
(Statechart and DevC); And the other team was 
using our method. Based on users' feedback, our 
tools can effectively reduce the time and cost of 
development. 

At present, the project team popularizes this 
method in undergraduate graduation design, and a 
number of similar instances are completed. This 
method obtains good feedback from users. They 
think this method is not only easy to study, but also 
helps beginners to know well needs and wills of 
customers when establish a system. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

   This paper presents a new way of thinking to 
design and implement the system based on wireless 
sensor networks. Set up a semi-formal modeling 
approach to such a system modeling and model 
validation. Among them, model validation method 
is based on formal verification for professionals and 
system simulation for users. The model of the target 
system is developed as a blueprint for generating 
the code which is scenes and components oriented, 
and the establishment of the target system 
ultimately. Compared to some other tools, our 
requirements modeling work is sound and effective. 
But our tool is weak in compiling code for 
automated level. Future work will deepen the 
research mainly on the part of code generation. 
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